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Abstract—Background studies have shown that 6-methylaminopurine (m6A) and 5-methylcytosine (m5C), detected in DNA,
are products of its post-synthetic modification. At variance with bacterial genomes exhibiting both, eukaryotic genomes
essentially carry only m5C in m5CpG doublets. This served to establish that, although a slight extra-S phase asymmetric
methylation occurs de novo on 5′-CpC-3′/3′-GpG-5′, 5′-CpT-3′/3′-GpA-5′, and 5′-CpA-3′/3′-GpT-5′ dinucleotide pairs,
a heavy methylation during S involves Okazaki fragments and thus semiconservatively newly made chains to guarantee genetic maintenance of -CH3 patterns in symmetrically dimethylated 5′-m5CpG-3′/3′-Gpm5C-5′ dinucleotide pairs. On the other
hand, whilst inverse correlation was observed between bulk DNA methylation, in S, and bulk RNA transcription, in G1 and
G2, probes of methylated DNA helped to discover the presence of coding (exon) and uncoding (intron) sequences in the
eukaryotic gene. These achievements led to the search for a language that genes regulated by methylation should have in common. Such a deciphering, initially providing restriction minimaps of hypermethylatable promoters and introns vs.
hypomethylatable exons, became feasible when bisulfite methodology allowed the direct sequencing of m5C. It emerged that,
while in lymphocytes, where the transglutaminase gene (hTGc) is inactive, the promoter shows two fully methylated CpGrich domains at 5′ and one fully unmethylated CpG-rich domain at 3′ (including the site +1 and a 5′-UTR), in HUVEC cells,
where hTGc is active, in the first CpG-rich domain of its promoter four CpGs lack -CH3: a result suggesting new hypotheses
on the mechanism of transcription, particularly in connection with radio-induced DNA demethylation.
Key words: maintenance and de novo post-synthetic modification, demethylation, Okazaki fragments, parental and daughter
chains, eukaryotic gene structure, coding (exon) and uncoding (promoter and intron) regions, unique, repeated, foldback,
viral and mitochondrial sequences, restriction minimaps, hTGc gene, m5C sequencing of bisulfite-converted sequences,
CpG-rich domains, regulation of transcription

Evolution of DNA has been accompanied by that of
its post-synthetic modification implying formation, along
double helix, of two classes of methylated bases, namely
m6A and m5C in prokaryotes [1, 2] and m5C alone in
eukaryotes [3, 4]. In concomitance with the disappearance of the system of deoxyadenylate (dam) and deoxycytidylate (dcm) DNA methylases (met) [5] and that of
restriction–modification (RM) endonucleases [6-8],
both characterizing the world of bacteria [9], molecular
selection led in eukaryotes to the loss of m6A not only in
nuclear [10] but also in mitochondrial [11] and chloroplast [12] DNAs. The m5C base was conserved in these
three nucleic acids by a novel met family which likely
evolved through alternate splicing [13-15]. The presence
of m6A in bacterial DNA was shown to be due partly to
the activity of dam met [5, 16, 17] and partly to the met
activity of the type I, type II, and type III RM systems
involved in the digestion of infecting m6A-free phage
DNAs [6-8, 18]. Alternatively, the presence of m5C in the

same bacterial DNA was shown to be due partly to the
activity of dcm met [5, 19, 20] and partly to the met activity of the sole type II RM system involved in the digestion
of infecting m5C-free phage DNAs [6]. In bacterial DNA
the m6A and m5C modified bases were related not only to
the RM anti-phagic defense [21-23]: by complementing
the function of the induction–repression operon machinery [24], they were also associated with an auxiliary
mechanism to regulate transcription [25]. This association was in harmony with the hypothesis that in higher
cells the concentration of m5C in promoters and introns
[10, 26, 27] would also be associated with mechanisms
modulating gene expression [10, 28-32].
The present analysis is focused on one of the relevant
questions in Genomics of Eukaryotes: is m5C actually a
regulatory signal for gene expression? In animal genomes,
1 to 5 out of every 100 Cs are modified [4, 33-35]. In plant
genomes, this concentration can significantly increase up
to 10 or even 30% [36]. In this framework, and not only
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because the occurrence of methylation in Drosophila
DNA still remains sub judice [37-40], a closer look at the
main puzzles of the mosaic world of methylation seemed
worthwhile. It was shown that a maintenance met system
mostly recognizes hemimethylated 5′-CpG-3′/3′Gpm5C-5′ to yield dimethylated 5′-m5CpG-3′/3′Gpm5C-5′ dinucleotide pairs [41, 42]. These appeared as
a function of genome organization, with an alternation of
hypomethylated vs. hypermethylated regions [10, 27].
The idea of a possible role of m5C in the modulation of
gene expression originated from the crucial finding, in
synchronized cells, concerning an inverse correlation
between the largest part of DNA methylation, taking
place during phase S, and the largest part of RNA transcription, taking place during phases G1 and G2 [43-45].
Inverse correlation was confirmed for many housekeeping
(HK) and tissue-specific (TS) genes whose “primary”
sequences were already known [26, 46]. While this information suggested that m5C is not an error of Nature, since
it is located at precise nucleotide sites and gene
sequences, the innovative bisulfite reaction used to directly sequence m5C [47, 48] facilitated the search for a presumed “secondary” code which could be shared by genes
characterized by m5C-dependent regulation [26, 27].
The quasi-universality of DNA methylation in proand eukaryotes and age-dependence. Following studies
which demonstrated that both m6A and m5C are involved
in RM to defend bacteria from phage infection [21-23],
attempts at finding m6A in vertebrate DNA and an A met
in vertebrate nuclei or mitochondria were unsuccessful
[4, 49]. A small amount of m6A was shown, instead, to
exist in DNA of higher plants [50, 51], protozoa [52-54],
fungi [55], algae [16, 56, 57], and invertebrates [4]. The
m5C base has been found in the DNA of all animals and
higher plants [4, 33, 34, 36, 50, 58]. Analysis of base composition in the DNA of Drosophila was contradictory: one
methodology showed complete absence of m5C [37];
other studies showed that in some sequences C can be still
modified [38, 59]. The latter fact suggested that, while a
differentiation-dependent DNA methylation was well
documented in the animal kingdom [33-35, 49], its presence in insects, although slight, might even be correlated
with lethality [39, 40, 60].
Cell-cycle methodology helped to reveal background
rules of eukaryotic DNA methylation. DNA methylation
appeared as an intriguing phenomenon in living matter:
some mets and de-methylases, two DNA de-aminases,
and two DNA re-aminases were taken into consideration
[28]. However, only the existence of mets was in the realm
of reality, since they were characterized in vivo and in vitro
[13, 14, 61]. Borek considered the hypotheses brought
forward on the probable role of DNA methylation and
made the following dramatic remark: “Model building of
differentiating systems by developmental biologists can be
stimulating; but we must bear in mind that even though
out of necessity the interaction of macromolecules must
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Fig. 1. Biosynthetic and methylasic pathways of DNA in eukaryotic cells. In cytosol, the carbon atom coming from -CH3 of
methionine through the C1-chain enters the purine ring of A and
G and the -CH3 of T (it does not enter the pyrimidine ring) [10,
41]. After formation of the corresponding dATP, dGTP, and
dTTP and after release of a PPi from each, in the nucleus, the
DNA polymerase α enzyme introduces, during S, the dAMP,
dGMP, and dTMP into semiconservatively newly synthesized
chains. The met system transfers via SAM the entire -CH3 of
methionine on given C residues located along these same semiconservatively newly synthesized chains [10, 41].

be invoked, Biochemistry is still the ultimate arbiter of
validity of models” [62]. Holliday and Pugh replied:
“While we can agree with Borek’s last sentence, we must
point out that it would greatly impede biological research
if every theory or hypothesis was discounted because of
the lack of direct biochemical evidence” [28]. New facts
had therefore to be discovered, and this was achieved by
exploiting cell-cycle methodology.
The question concerning parallelism between DNA
synthesis and methylation. It was suggested that DNA
methylation may continue for some hours after DNA
synthesis is completed [63, 64]. Hence, by incubating
synchronized HeLa cells with [14C]methyl-L-methionine, used as common tracer for both DNA synthesis and
methylation [10, 41], it became possible to verify that
DNA methylation does follow DNA synthesis [41] since
the labeled carbon atom from -CH3 of L-methionine did
not enter the pyrimidine ring but pierced via C1-chain the
purine ring of A and G and the -CH3 of T; on the other
hand, the whole -CH3 of L-methionine was transferred
via S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) to DNA C (Fig. 1).
In conclusion, the maximal labeling emerging from the
14
C of L-methionine -CH3 was always found in S in four
hydrolyzed bases: in m5C, signifying methylation, and in
A, G and T, implying synthesis (Fig. 2a).
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Fig. 2. Semiconservative transmission of m5C. a) During the mitotic cycle [90] HeLa cells were labeled with [14C]methyl-L-methionine,
and their genomic DNA was hydrolyzed to bases and chromatographed: radioactivity in A, G, and T (right ordinate) showed synthesis,
while that in m5C (left ordinate) showed methylation [10, 41]. b) During a whole S, HeLa cells were labeled with [14C]methyl-L-methionine; after 14 h of growth in fresh medium — to the end of a cycle in the absence of radioisotope — their genomic DNA was hydrolyzed to
bases and chromatographed: the measurement of radioactivity in m5C was repeated for 10 cycles (the insert suggested how, in the replication fork, methylation semiconservatively follows synthesis, since the labeled m5C per cell systematically decreased by half) [102]. c) During
the mitotic cycle, nuclei isolated from HeLa cells were labeled with [3H-methyl]SAM and their DNA was hydrolyzed to bases and chromatographed: radioactivity in A, G, and T, accounting for synthesis, was negligible, whereas that in m5C showed methylation [41]. d)
Ultracentrifugation of genomic HeLa cell DNA in alkaline CsCl gradient: the dashed line shows the originating in [14C]methyl-L-methionine radioactivity of m5C along the semiconservatively newly replicating chains made heavier by a previous incorporation of BrdUrd; the
solid line shows the OD at 256 nm of the separated lighter parental chains [73].
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The question of whether or not newly replicating DNA
chains are semiconservatively methylated. It was known
that in isolated nuclei, in the absence of triphosphonucleosides (supplied by cytosol), DNA cannot be synthesized. On this basis, by employing nuclei in vitro
labeled with [14C]methyl-SAM, one could verify whether
or not the absence of DNA replication would influence
DNA methylation. The result was unexpected: in HeLa
nuclei, isolated in S, among the other DNA bases, only C
continued to be methylated in the absence of DNA synthesis (Fig. 2c). This demonstrated that the two pathways
of DNA replication and methylation (Fig. 1) can be separated from each other. In whole cells, DNA methylation
followed DNA replication during S (Fig. 2a); in isolated
nuclei, DNA methylation proceeded during S in the
absence of DNA synthesis (Fig. 2c). By itself the occurrence of DNA methylation in S-phase nuclei was not an
absolute demonstration that it involved new chains
formed just before their isolation; but the correlations
between in vivo DNA synthesis and in vivo and in vitro
DNA methylation strongly suggested this possibility:
[∆DNA·CH3/∆t]in vivo = K1 · [∆DNA]in vivo,
[∆DNA·CH3/∆t]in vitro = K2 · [∆DNA]in vivo,
[∆DNA·CH3/∆t]in vitro = K3 · [∆DNA·CH3/∆t]in vivo.
These equations established that the cells entering S
carry old chains inherited by parental cells, while targets
of met both in vivo and in vitro should be nothing but nascent chains (several of them still remained in the nuclei to
be isolated) [10]. A similar conclusion was achieved by
Adams who thought that, while old and new DNAs are
methylated in isolated nuclei [65], new DNAs are formed
without m5C in whole cells [66]. As a consequence, during S, DNA methylation might be a prerequisite for gene
expression or tissue differentiation [33-35, 49, 67].
Whatever the case may be, the preferential methylation of
newly born chains [41] did not contrast with the discontinuous methylation of Okazaki fragments, between the
short sequences polymerized ad hoc for their ligation:
those fragments resulted methylated before being ligated
as soon as they were formed in the replication fork [6871]. The semiconservativity of DNA methylation [41,
72], revealed for the first time by treating synchronized
cells with [14C]methyl-L-methionine (Fig. 2b), was later
confirmed by using restriction endonucleases [42] and
through a direct separation, in alkaline CsCl, of heavy
BrdUrd-containing new chains and light non-containing
BrdUrd old chains [73] (Fig. 2d).
The question of differential methylation of euchromatic vs. heterochromatic DNAs. Evidence suggested that the
S phase is subdivided into two parts with respect to the
characteristics of DNA replicons, since early replicating
euchromatic DNA tended to be GC-rich and late repliBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 70 No. 5 2005
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cating heterochromatic DNA tended to be AT-rich [74].
Moreover, in Chinese hamster cells, DNA extracted in
early S was methylated to a greater extent when compared
to that extracted in late S [75]. This was also true for
HeLa cells [10]. For this reason, one was led to suppose
(i) that in newly replicating chains there would be
sequences not uniformly methylated during S and (ii) that
the CG-rich sequences should be, in general, preferentially methylated [10], in agreement with the expectation
[76].
The question of the biological clock in methylating
specific replicating sequences. Since DNA did not appear
to be uniformly methylated in S, investigations continued
to focus on specifically methylated targets [10] rather
than considering the larger subdivision of hypermethylated euchromatic vs. hypomethylated heterochromatic
replicons [75]. With this purpose in mind, methylated
DNA was fractioned through ultracentrifugation in
Ag+/Cs2SO4 gradients [77, 78]: a small heavy GC-rich
fraction and a large light AT-rich fraction were obtained
(the first, containing genes for rRNA, was mainly
expressed in early S; the second was mainly expressed in
late S). As for the m5C concentration, in early S it was
found to increase on the heavier peak, while in late S it
was found to increase on the lighter peak [67, 77, 78]. All
this suggested that, at the different stages of S, one dealt
with GC- or AT-rich sequences probably polymerized in
correspondence with the formation of specific hyper- or
hypomethylated templates [67, 77, 78]. In other words, it
seemed that the genes would be methylated according to
a given order and intensity along newly replicating chains
[67, 77, 78]. This idea was confirmed after the discovery
of hypermethylation of foldback sequences: throughout
S, in HeLa cells, the methylation wave chronologically
involved palindromic and then highly repeated and moderately repeated sequences; the unique sequences were
characterized by a minimal late methylation [79].
The question of whether or not methylated DNA
sequences are repaired with each cell cycle. A finer analysis of the two nuclear DNA fractions separated in
Ag+/Cs2SO4 gradient confirmed that m5C actually had a
differential distribution in them [77, 78]. The highest
concentration of methylated sequences was found in the
denser side of the heavy fraction; in the light DNA the
highest concentration of methylated sequences was found
in the lighter side [77, 78, 80]. Such a specific distribution
of m5C was found to depend on the S-phase stages [67,
77, 78]. This implied two generalizations: (i) hypermethylation on GC-rich sequences would offer no surprise
because of its rather statistical character (for instance,
GC-rich rRNA genes would be hypermethylated according to the size of their GC target); (ii) hypermethylation
on AT-rich sequences would seem to work against the
principle of GC target size, since a decrease in C residues
would correspond to an increase in their methylation [67,
77, 78].
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Fig. 3. Inverse correlation between DNA methylation and gene expression [10, 45]. a) DNA methylation vs. DNA, RNA, and protein
biosynthesis. The methylation “orbit” corresponds to labeling of m5C in Figs. 2a and 2c [41]. The transcription and translation orbits correspond to data from [44, 93]: duplication of genomic DNA (__) and its methylation (---) show an apogee in S [97]; duplication of mtDNA
(__) shows maxima in S and G2 [97]; RNA (__) and protein (_ _) synthesis show apogees in G1 and G2 [44, 93]; repair synthesis of genomic
DNA (---) is constant around the cycle [45, 73, 82]. The arrow shows a switch-off of macromolecular events in M [45]. L, line of asymmetry. b) Hypomethylation of repair patches (RPs) [73, 82]: a symmetrically dimethylated 5′-m5CpG-3′/3′-Gpm5C-5′ dinucleotide pair is
flanking a radio-induced TT-dimer (2); after digestion of the damaged region (3), which previously included a m5CpG dinucleotide (1),
“excision–repair” replaces its m5C nucleotide with a simple C nucleotide, because the repair DNA polymerase system does not find any
methylated dCTP in the soluble pool of triphosphonucleosides [10, 11, 41]; this yields a hemi-methylated CpG/Gpm5C dinucleotide pair,
namely an incompletely reconstructed RP (4); during S, met may add to C the lost -CH3 (“repair–modification”), providing a completely
reconstructed RP (5).

Therefore, while the extra-S time was characterized
by a minimal, probably de novo DNA methylation [41], S
exhibited maintenance DNA methylation [41]. For this
reason, one assumed, the mechanisms discussed in (i)
and (ii) should act in S [45]. But it was obvious that, with
successive cell cycles, the amount of methylated
sequences could not increase without limits (Fig. 3a).
Consequently, changes in the amount of methylated

DNA during development [81] and in differentiated tissues [34] were not so conspicuous. Thus, whatever the
mechanism of DNA methylation was in S, statistical or
specific, it was reasonable to suppose that, particularly
during the extra-S time, each small wave of de novo DNA
methylation might be followed by a corresponding small
wave of DNA de-methylating repair [11]. This was fully
confirmed by discovery of a “repair–modification”
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 70 No. 5 2005
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mechanism [82] which demonstrated that, after radiodamage of a methylated double helix, given genes may
lose directly methylated groups, belonging to m5Cs, without participation of a DNA demethylase [11, 82] (Fig.
3b). Although the existence of DNA demethylating proteins should not be excluded [83], a non-enzymatic DNA
demethylation could occur in the case of an “incomplete” repair of methylated double strands. Their “complete” repair would necessarily require a “re-methylation” and for this reason the participation of a met would
be necessary both inside and outside S [11, 82, 84].
Discovery of the internal design of the eukaryotic
gene. At the beginning of the 70s, while attention was paid
to methylation of specific DNA sequences, a problematic discussion took on not only the size and origin of
eukaryotic pre-mRNAs and mRNAs [85-88], but also the
internal structure of the eukaryotic transcriptional unit
[89]. The background experiment performed to elucidate
both these points originated from previous studies regarding the timing of DNA methylation during the cellular
cycle [41, 90] and from the nonrandom genetic scattering
of m5C along a semiconservatively replicating DNA chain
[10]. This experiment showed a preferential methylation
of gene promoter [10] (as reviewed in [91]) and of all
those regulatory and signal sequences that do not code for
mRNAs [10] (as reviewed in [31]). To summarize, in
HeLa cells, if half of the population of hybrids between
genomic DNA fragments (used as probes) and preprocessed high molecular weight mRNAs (purified from
nuclei) contained a large number of m5Cs, the whole
population of hybrids between genomic DNA fragments
(also used as probes) and processed low molecular weight
mRNAs (purified from polysomes) contained few, if any,
m5Cs (Fig. 4).
Since polysomal mRNAs were known to be much
shorter than nuclear pre-mRNAs [89, 92, 93], these
results suggested for the first time that, at variance with
the structure of bacterial genes (whose cistrons in the
operon were known to be constituted of coding sequences
[24]), the eukaryotic gene had to be thought of as a repetition, after the promoter, of intermittent “coding” and
“uncoding” regions (Fig. 4). Methylation did not significantly involve the coding regions: it involved the uncoding ones, complementary to parts of pre-mRNAs to be
removed during processing [10]. This finding, crucial for
genetic engineering, was supported five years later by
Chambon’s splicing theory [94, 95]. Based on electron
microscopic observations, it explained how a cDNA
intermittently excludes from hybridization segments of
the corresponding pre-mRNA: the sequences of premRNA, non-hybridized with cDNA in [94], were nothing but the uncoding sequences [10] (Gilbert and then
Crick proposed calling them “introns” [96]); the
sequences of pre-mRNA, hybridized with cDNA [94],
were nothing but the coding sequences [10] (Gilbert and
then Crick proposed calling them “exons” [96]).
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 70 No. 5 2005
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Fig. 4. Model of the eukaryotic transcriptional unit. Hybridization
of post-synthetically methylated DNA chains, sheared to fragments (probes) of 1·106 daltons, with large pre-mRNA (purified
from nuclei) yielded methylated (50%) and unmethylated (50%)
DNA/RNA hybrids; the same probes were hybridized with small
mRNA (purified from polysomes) yielding 100% of unmethylated
DNA/RNA hybrids. These results suggested that statistically
along the gene there would be, after the promoter P, an intermittence of hypermethylated uncoding and hypomethylated coding
regions [10] (hybridization of DNA, containing the ovalbumin
gene, with ovalbumin mRNA also showed intermittent hybridized
coding, exon, and unhybridized uncoding, intron, regions [9496]).

Assumption on the mechanism regulating gene activity in eukaryotes. It is worth emphasizing, with further
information, the experimental circumstances that provided an additional key in revealing the biochemical basis of
the regulation of gene activity in eukaryotes. The evidence that the uncoding sequences, promoter and
introns, are hypermethylated took on particular interest
when the cell-cycle dependence of bulk DNA methylation was compared with that of bulk gene expression: the
maximal rate of DNA methylation [41] followed the maximal rate of DNA replication [90, 97] during S, but the
maximal rates of transcription [10, 43-45] and translation
[93, 97] took place mainly during G1 and G2 (Fig. 3a).
This was also the first concrete suggestion as to a possible
inverse correlation between gene methylation and premRNA transcription [10, 44, 45] (as reviewed in [32]).
Today there are many observations supporting this suggestion [28, 30, 98-100], those regarding the regulation of
a large number of housekeeping (HK) and those concerning tissue-specific (TS) genes, for instance [26, 46].
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Also, the methylation-dependent regulation of the integrated viral [29, 101-104] genes is of particular interest.
Search for specific targets of methylation along the
double helix. The long list of genes that have to be methylated to be switched-off [26, 46] led to the search for a
“code” that they would acquire in common through postsynthetic modification catalyzed by the met system [13,
14, 61, 105, 106]. The basic hypothesis was that m5C
might function as a signal for regulation of transcription
[10, 28], since the hypermethylated promoter and the
intermittent uncoding methylated domains, after their
possible association with m5C-binding proteins [107],
would physically interfere with the slip of RNA polymerase (RNApol) on the transcriptional unit. The block
of transcription would start from methylated promoter
(previously recognized by a type A m5C-binding protein
able to compete with RNApol) and then be potentiated,
inside the gene, by an intermittent association of uncoding methylated domains with a type B m5C-binding protein [46].
But what could be supposed about the diversity of the
methylation code at the level of the promoter and at that
of the intervening uncoding sequences? An answer to this
question sprung from studies on targets for methylation
[76-78]. After finding that it preferentially involves CpG
dinucleotides in bacteria [1], as in eukaryotes [76-78],
clear-cut evidence about the existence of two classes of
targets for met emerged from the analysis of HeLa cell
double-helical DNA in alkaline Ag+/Cs2SO4 [77]. As
mentioned, this gradient separated a heavier fraction
(representing about 20% of the total) from a lighter one
(representing about 80% of the total). The analytical
ultracentrifugation of these fractions in CsCl showed that
the heavier, banding at 1.715 g/cm3, contained 53% CG
(10% of the total CG), whereas the lighter, banding at
1.703 g/cm3, contained 40% CG (32% of the total CG)
[77].
In relation to the diversity of the targets, four possible triplets as sites for met recognition were suggested:
GCG and CCG, in CG-rich sequences; ACA and ACG,
in AT-rich sequences [78]. The hypermethylation of CGrich sequences was not surprising, as said, because of its
statistical character especially if one considered that
against a larger C target the probability of methylation
would be higher. Instead, the paradoxically significant
methylation observed along AT-rich sequences was not to
be expected because it would occur against a smaller C
target. Since the statistical character of methylation could
not be taken into consideration, the existence of specific
recognition mechanisms for AT-rich sequences by met
was assumed [77].
Another group of experiments performed in HeLa
cells showed that the specific methylation of CG-rich
sequences (such as those for rRNAs) was maximal in
early S and that the specific methylation of AT-rich
sequences was maximal in late S [78].

This, on one hand, demonstrated that DNA sequences were replicated and methylated with an order
during S [78] and, on the other, suggested that met activity played the role of maintenance modification along
CG-rich sequences and the role of de novo modification
along AT-rich sequences [78].
Such an important suggestion was in harmony with
the fact that the extra-S phase methylation (about 10% of
the total) involved some AT-rich sequences along the old
and the new chains, while the S phase methylation (about
90% of the total) almost exclusively involved newly replicating chains [41, 73] (in S the maintenance met activity
[105] followed at a distance of about 30 min [41] the pol
α activity [105]). The reasoning made sense because, during S, maintenance modification, involving CpG targets
along newly replicating chains, would be “induced” by
-CH3 of m5C present in the complementary strand as a
genetically encoded signal (a CpG dinucleotide would be
methylated on the new chain in the presence of a complementary already methylated GpC dinucleotide on the
old chain [41, 42]); in contrast, during the extra-S time,
a de novo modification occurring on an ApC dinucleotide, for instance, would not be induced by a signal
coming from the complementary TpG dinucleotide
which cannot be methylated at all.
Identification of monomethylated and dimethylated
dinucleotide pairs. Sedimentation of CG- and AT-rich
sequences in alkaline Ag+/Cs2SO4 suggested the existence
of at least four targets for methylation: GCG, CCG,
ACA, and ACG [77]. In one of these trinucleotides there
was a methylatable CpA; instead, in three of them, the
methylatable CpG was repeated. A direct isolation of
such restricted targets was required (Fig. 5). This was
achieved by exploiting DNase I digests [81, 102, 108] of
DNA samples methylated in isolated nuclei of previously
synchronized cells with [3H-methyl]SAM [10, 41, 97].
Chromatographic analysis [76, 108] of the material
contained in these digests yielded a number of obviously
unmethylated dinucleotides (ApA, ApG, ApT, CpT, and
TpT) and, in addition, four dinucleotides methylated to a
different extent (m5CpT, Cpm5C, m5CpA, and m5CpG).
Their methylation level was cell-cycle dependent, in harmony with [41]: in M, few CpGs were methylated; in G1
and G2, methylation of CpGs slightly increased, in comparison with that occurring in M, and there appeared
some methylation on CpTs, CpCs, and CpAs; in S, again,
a methylation of four dinucleotides (m5CpTs, Cpm5Cs,
m5CpAs, and m5CpGs) occurred. In this phase, methylation of CpGs became intensive (90% of the total),
accounting for its maintenance character along newly
made chains. The occurrence of methylation on CpTs,
CpCs, and CpAs accounted instead for a de novo phenomenon which characterized especially the extra-S part
of the interphase [41]. Considering the two possible
directions of the separated dinucleotides, due to the double helix antiparallelism (the 5′–3′ and 3′–5′ directions
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 70 No. 5 2005
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Fig. 5. Methylated “words” in eukaryotic genomic DNA. Experiments with synchronized HeLa cells demonstrated that, in double helix
(characterized by antiparallelism of complementary chains) two symmetrically dimethylated palindromic dinucleotide pairs and six asymmetrically monomethylated non-palindromic dinucleotide pairs were detected [120]. DNA was labeled in isolated nuclei with [14Cmethyl]SAM, as for Fig. 2c [120]: after extraction, in the middle of each cell-cycle phase (G1, S, G2, and M), it was digested with pancreatic DNase I to chromatographically separate various dinucleotides, as in [108]. The white columns show the dinucleotide molar concentration, expressed in OD at 256 nm; the black columns, expressed in DPM (decompositions per minute), show the radioactivity of their
m5C.

could not be distinguished chromatographically), the
analysis actually regarded the identification of eight words
written in the genome in terms of dinucleotide pairs: 5′m5CpG-3′/3′-Gpm5C-5′ and 5′-Gpm5C-3′/3′-m5CpG5′, 5′-Tpm5C-3′/3′-ApG-5′ and 5′-m5CpT-3′/3′-GpA5′, 5′-Cpm5C-3′/3′-GpG-5′ and 5′-m5CpC-3′/3′-GpG5′, 5′-m5CpA-3′/3′-GpT-5′ and 5′-Apm5C-3′/3′-TpG5′. In sum, if the CpG targets only allowed a final
dimethylation of dinucleotide pairs, as expected from
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 70 No. 5 2005

semiconservative methylation [41, 42] (Fig. 2, b and d),
the other combinations always led to a monomethylation
of dinucleotide pairs.
Location of methylatable words in restriction gene
mini-maps. In agreement with the design of the eukaryotic gene showing the intermittence of coding hypomethylated and uncoding hypermethylated regions (Fig. 4), it
was observed that the calcitonin gene (representative of
about thirty fully sequenced and m5C-regulated TSs [26])
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was heavily methylatable upstream and slightly methylatable downstream, with at least four pairs of dinucleotides:
two monomethylatable (5′-Tpm5C-3′/3′-ApG-5′; 5′Cpm5C-3′/3′-GpG-5′) in exons and two dimethylatable
(5′-m5CpG-3′/3′-Gpm5C-5′; 5′-Gpm5C-3′/3′-m5CpG5′) in promoter and introns, respectively [46]. The average quantitative distribution of these pairs (that corresponded to those previously isolated from the DNAse I
digests [81, 97]) was similar in HKs and TSs [26, 46],
with the exception that in the case of TSs, from 5′ to 3′,
the monomethylatable dinucleotide pairs clearly
increased, while the dimethylatable clearly decreased
[46].
Sequencing of m5C in the promoter of the transglutaminase gene. Using the model of hTGc (human transglut-

CpG-rich
domain 1

fragment A

CpG-rich
domain 2

fragment B

CpG-rich
domain 3

Fig. 6. Methylation language of promoter in repressed hTGc gene
[27]. The dashed circles show the CpGs external to the
sequenced bisulfite-converted fragments A and B; the closed circles show the methylated CpGs clustered in domains 1 and 2; the
open circles show the unmethylated CpGs clustered in domain 3;
the open circles marked with x show the CpGs that were present
in the sequence described by [111] but not found in [27]. The
dashed line in fragment A shows a 24 bp long element which may
be repeated. The dotted line between fragments A and B shows
the promoter part which was not investigated in [27]. Starting
from site +1, fragment B (and domain 3) overlapped a 5′-UTR,
also unmethylated.

aminase gene) [48] and the method based on bisulfite
conversion of C to T residues along a DNA filament [47],
the following analysis showed that m5C, behaving as
bisulfite-independent base [109, 110], can be sequenced
directly [27], although its molar proportion is low [4, 3335]. The hTGc gene was chosen as one of those regulated
by methylation (a number of m5Cs was assigned to it by
methylation-sensitive restrictases [48]) and a sequence
limited at both ends by a CpG dinucleotide in which at
least five CpGs are present with a maximal distance of
100 bp between each other was defined as CpG-enriched
domain [27]. This allowed to distinguish, in the 1665 bp
long hTGc promoter [111], three CpG-rich domains [27]
(Fig. 6): the first (330 bp), close to 5′, contained 12 CpGs
corresponding to an average frequency of 3.63% with
respect to the total number of nucleotides; the second
(227 bp), roughly located in the middle of the promoter,
contained eight CpGs corresponding to an average frequency of 3.52%; the third (264 bp), close to 3′ (including 70 bp of the 73 bp long 5′-UTR), contained 31 CpGs
corresponding to an average frequency of 11.74%.
In leukocytes and lymphocytes, where hTGc is silent
[48], out of the three CpG-rich domains, only the first
two were found to be methylated, while the third, on the
3′-side, did not present any m5Cs: the 11 CpGs of domain
1 and the seven CpGs of domain 2 were methylated
100%; the 31 CpGs of domain 3 were instead unmethylated 100% (in this domain the 5′-UTR, also resulting
100% unmethylated, was almost entirely included) [27].
The lack of m5C in domain 3 was expected, also in agreement with the conventional definition of unmethylated
CpG-rich island (where the intrafilament CpG/GpC
ratio has to be higher than 0.6); but the occurrence of
methylation in all CpGs of domains 1 and 2 was unexpected. Domain 1 contains 79 Cs and 11 CpGs out of 330
bases; domain 2 contains 44 Cs and seven CpGs out of
227 bases; domain 3 contains 116 Cs and 31 CpGs out of
264 bases.
Compared with the average 5%-methylation of
human genomic DNA [112], methylation of domains 1
and 2 corresponded to 15.18 and 18.18%, respectively
[27]. This confirmed the idea that the promoter of an
inactive gene should be characterized by hypermethylation [10, 26, 46]. In fact, the staminal HUVEC cells join
their hTGc gene activity with a loss of m5C along the hTGc
promoter domain 1, at least at the –1380, –1349, –1338,
and –1320 CpG sites (Virgili, Cacciamani, and Volpe,
unpublished). This was an appropriate example of direct
base-sequence analysis showing the inverse correlation
between the activity of a gene and the methylation of its
promoter.
Remarks on mechanisms switching-on and -off transcription. What hypothesis could one deduce on the role
of methylation in regulating gene activity from the picture
described herewith? In harmony with the existing literature [26, 46], analysis based on the use of methylationBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 70 No. 5 2005
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sensitive restriction endonucleases further suggested that,
in human lymphocytes and monocytes, an inverse correlation between methylation of hTGc promoter and
expression of hTGc gene takes place [48]. In addition, the
study based on direct sequencing of m5C showed that in
the same cell species, in the absence of hTGc activity,
hTGc promoter is hypermethylated in its CpG-rich
domains 1 and 2 and unmethylated in its CpG-rich
domain 3 [27]. This neat division of hTGc promoter into
two parts, one methylated and the other not, should
deserve particular attention in correlating DNA heterochromatization with m5CpG-binding proteins [100,
113, 114]. In the case of the hTGc promoter [27], one
could assume that they may transform domains 1 and 2
into heterochromatic structures and that, in turn, these
structures would be sufficient to prevent transcription
(methylation would be relevant to the repressor complex
able to bind the promoter 5′-end).
But why, in hTGc promoter, the unmethylated
domain 3, remaining in a normal relaxed state, should be
unable to interfere with the basal transcription machinery
at the promoter 3′-end? This question remains open.
Combined with the inactivity of hTGc gene in leukocytes
[27], the postulated heterochromatization of domains 1
and 2, in its promoter, could acquire great interest if considered within the framework of the repair–modification
scheme (Fig. 3b). By causing an at random DNA demethylation [82, 115], it would lead to switch-on of previously silent genes, as in the case of those for α and β
chains of hemoglobin (Hb) in Friend erythroleukemia
cells [46, 116]. In such a case the switch-on and -off of
transcription, implying conformational changes of the
two Hb gene promoters, corresponded, first, to their demethylation and, then, to their re-methylation [46, 116,
117]. In other words, following the damages caused to
double helix by ionizing radiations [82, 115],
excision–repair is sufficient to guarantee a complete
reconstruction of previously unmethylated regions; however, to complete the reconstruction of previously methylated regions, a coupling has to occur between excision–repair (re-establishing the basic code in A, G, T,
and C) and met (re-establishing the position of m5C
among A, G, T, and C) [11]. The coupling, properly
meaning repair–modification, takes place in S [118]: a
specific DNA polymerase, crucial for excision–repair, is
active throughout the whole cycle [119]; met is highly
active in S and almost inactive during the major part of
the extra-S time [105]. Once de-methylated through
excision–repair, given genes—silent when methylated—
could be expressed if their transcription is inversely correlated with their methylation.
This review was written to celebrate the 70th birthday
of Prof. Boris F. Vanyushin whom I greatly admired for
his pioneering and brilliant discoveries regarding DNA
methylation in eukaryotes. His studies, performed withBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 70 No. 5 2005
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out interruptions for about forty years, have always exhibited an original character. His elegant demonstrations,
contributing to show that m5C is the sole modified base in
DNA of animals and plants, represented a milestone in
Genomics of Eukaryotes, since until them it was only
known that in bacteria both m6A and m5C participate in
restriction–modification reactions. Particularly relevant
were the experiments performed by him on age-dependent and tissue-dependent DNA methylation, on methylation of mtDNA, and on the involvement of Okazaki fragments in maintenance methylation.
I wish to express my gratitude to Prof. Tamilla
Eremenko, of the former Institute of Experimental
Medicine of CNR in Rome, for fruitful discussion during
the preparation of this manuscript. Financial support by
the University of Rome “Tor Vergata” is also acknowledged.
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